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The Seamless Desk® was engineered to provide 
Identity Management entities with the capability of 
capturing high-quality face, fingerprints and signature, 
enabling the issuance of identity documents in 
compliance with the relevant regulations, such as 
ICAO Doc 9303.

It combines biometric quality excellence with a new 
and modern design that optimises the footprint and 
flexibility of installation at the enrolment facilities.

Seamless Desk® 
Identity Management

The Future of Secure Enrolment.
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The Seamless Desk® is fully integrated unit, combining the all devices in a highly compact form-factor. Its unique design 
allows for simple and hassle-free desktop installation into any existing infrastructure. Its streamlined design ensures 
that the face capture module doesn't obstruct the officer's view, providing enhanced security and user experience.

Integrated and compact form-factor

The Seamless Desk® captures high-quality face images in compliance with the most challenging requirements in the 
Identity Management markets such as the ISO/IEC 19794-5:2011 frontal type face image format. It also integrates high-
quality fingerprint capture and signature pad, enabling the capture of all relevant data for electronic ID and travel 
documents. Both the applicant and the operators are assisted by a set of interactive elements that enhance the user 
experience while capturing the biometric images.

High-quality biometric user friendly capture

The Seamless Desk® is provided with an SDK that allows any customer application to communicate with the device as a 
single logical device. The SDK provides the solution operator with full control over the equipment, enabling all relevant 
commands, such as starting the face, fingerprint and signature capture processes and collecting the respective images 
in compliance with the defined quality settings.

Simplified integration
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